
ONLINE DATING 
A guide for young people looking for support around

how to stay safe when dating digitally.

BY SKYLARK'S PEER YOUTH HARM REDUCTION TEAM
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Dating Apps
 

Popular dating apps include Tinder, Grindr, Bumble, and

HER. Some of these are apps are mainly used for hooking

up, but lots of people are using them to meet new

friends/start relationships. Users set up a basic profile

(sometimes logging in through existing social media

accounts), and connect people within a geographic radius

(using your phone’s GPS). These apps are often free, but

some may charge a monthly fee. The majority of dating

apps require users to be over the age of 18, but there are

some that are accessible to youth, such as Skout and

MyLOL.

PLATFORMS
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Dating Websites
 

Dating sites require users to create more detailed profiles

than most apps, l isting specific interests or what they’re

looking for in a relationship or encounter. More serious

dating and match-making sites often require a membership

or subscription fee, and may claim to create more

successful or compatible relationships because of their

service. Some are very general, but there are also dating

sites that are geared towards particular communities. The

majority of dating websites require users to be over the age

of 18, however there are a few that are specifically geared

towards youth, such as Teens.Town and OurteenNetwork.

Hopefully you can find one that is right for you!



Non-Dating Specific Apps and

Websites
 

People meet all the time across all types of social media

platforms. Lots of people build friendships, hook up, or

become partners with people that they meet on apps. It ’s

also common for people to meet in online groups or online

forums that are centred around a specific interest or hobby,

such as Meetup. If you’re open to meeting new people

online, it can happen anywhere.
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*Please keep in mind that we do not endorse any

specific dating platforms or social media apps.



No matter how brief or detailed, your profile says a lot

about you. Everything from the photos you choose to how

you describe yourself or even your screen name can affect

how people interact with you.

 

Here are some tips for making a profile:

PROFILE

 

How much information do I share?
 

Some people share a lot about themselves, and some

people say very little. Both are fine: the important thing is

that you’re aware of what you’re sharing, and that you’re

comfortable with what you’re putting out. Regardless of

the amount of information you’re sharing, it ’s important to

be cautious about sharing personal/identifying

information on your profile.

 

What am I looking for?
 

Looking for a long-term relationship? Friends? Just a

hookup? Choosing the right app/website and being clear

in your profile can help to reduce confusion and

miscommunication. Of course, it ’s always okay if you

change your mind.
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Accuracy and safety.
 

Lying about your age, profession, or using old or

inaccurate photos can make it hard to establish trust with

other people. Consider what kinds of information or

photos you feel comfortable and safe sharing online.

 

When do I ask about sex?
 

Lots of people like having sexy profile pictures, or stating

their sexual orientation or relationship status – and that’s

great! Lots of people are the opposite in their profiles, and

that’s also great. Just l ike when folks are dating offline, we

are all entitled to respect for how we choose to express

our selves and our sexualities. One bonus of dating online

is that you can block anyone who doesn’t respect your

choices.
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LEGALITY AND AGE

Those 12 and 13, may legally engage in sexual activity

with those no more than 2 years older than them.

Those 14 and 15 may legally engage in sexual activity

with those no more than 5 years older than them.

The age of consent is 16, meaning that for folks 16+, the

world is oyster! However, this does not apply to young

people engaging in sexual activity with someone in a

position of power or authority (e.g. a teacher, service

provider, caregiver etc…).

 

In addition to making it difficult to establish trust, lying

about your age, especially if you’re under 16, can have

some pretty serious ramifications for your partner(s).  In

Canada, for those between 12 and 15, “Romeo and Juliet

laws” apply. This means that:
 

 

 

 

NOTE:  While there may be potential social risks involved

in not disclosing age, there are no legal repercussions for

the young person who did not disclose.
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Be aware
 

Understand that if you are a minor and engaging in sexual

activity with an adult outside of the above laws, the adult

may be at risk for criminal charges. Additionally, if the

older party has engaged in consensual sexual activity with

a minor, there may be a risk of social isolation for both the

adult and the minor (e.g. the young person may be seen as

purposefully putting the adult at risk without their

knowledge and the older person may be seen as

predatory).

Gives way to clearer, more open channels of

communication;

Gives your potential partner the opportunity to make an

informed decision about sexual activity, possibly

preventing criminal charges and liability, and;

Practices informed consent

 

Disclosure
 

While it may seem intimidating to disclose age, know that

disclosure:
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Initiating conversation
 

Some people share a lot about themselves, and some

people say very little. Both are fine: the important thing is

that you’re aware of what you’re sharing, and that you’re

comfortable with what you’re putting out. Regardless of

the amount of information you’re sharing, it ’s important to

be cautious about sharing personal/identifying

information on your profile.

 

Respecting boundaries
 

Everyone has boundaries. Some people like to take

relationships slow, or want to be friends first, etc.

Consider talking to the person about their boundaries and

sharing your boundaries so you can better understand and

respect where each other is coming from.

 

Sex positivity
 

People share and express their sexuality online differently.

Being sex positive is respecting someone’s sexual

expression. People don’t share their sexual orientations,

their relationship statuses, or their profile pictures to be

judged or harassed. They do it so that they can connect

with people who are interested in the same things.

MATCHING
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Be mindful about what you share
 

Sometimes when you're excited about someone, your

instincts can be confused by strong feelings. Take care

and take your time when you talk about yourself.  You

don’t need to give out your l ife-story the first time you

chat – and you shouldn’t.  There will be plenty of time to

share such details if your relationship develops.
 

Take your time before giving out any personal information

i.e. phone number, where you go to school,

places/programs you participate in etc. as sharing this

information too soon can increase your vulnerability to

potential stalking/harassment.
 

Additionally, be wary of where your pics have been taken.

Those super cute ones of you at a park across town may

be safer to post than the one you took with a clear shot of

the street sign outside your bedroom window.

 

Do your own research
 

If you had a crush on someone that your friends knew, you

might ask them for info about that person. If you don’t

have mutual friends (on Facebook, Instagram,

LinkedIn,etc.) looking someone up online can help you get

a better sense of a person if you’re feeling unsure, but be

careful to not go overboard and invade someone’s privacy.

And be mindful that people can be different in person

than they are online.
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They’re interested in what you have to say and respond

with follow-up questions or comments.

They appreciate your interests, hobbies, schooling, or

work life.

They’re mindful of your privacy and respect

boundaries.

They’re understanding and respectful of even the most

“minor” of boundaries (i .e. having a curfew).

 

Got a match?
 

Matching with someone on an app or a website doesn’t

necessarily mean that you’re actually a good fit .  Some

people know pretty quickly if there’s a connection or not,

or if someone makes them uncomfortable. Consider

talking to your friends, making pro/con lists, or other

resources in your l ife to help you decide what’s right for

you.
 

We’ve talked a lot about the scary parts of online dating

but here are some helpful signs to look for when

someone’s super into you:
 

 

 

 



 

Remember that you can check out
 

If your conversation makes you uncomfortable or raises

red flags-leave, you have the right to leave the

conversation without stopping to explain, apologize, or

reply to a follow-up message. Most dating sites have a

feature that allows you to block the person from

contacting you if you want communication to stop.

 

Take your time
 

Apps and websites can be great because you don’t have

to stop everything just to message someone. Do what

you’re comfortable with and what fits with your schedule.
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Where to meet?
 

For everyone’s comfort and safety, always meet in a

public space and stay somewhere public for the duration

of the date, l ike a shopping mall or crowded Starbucks. 

 

If it ’s not possible to meet up in a familiar place, look up

the area on Google Maps, get a better idea of connecting

transit routes, local shops, etc. and try to get there early

to scout it out before your date arrives.

 

MEETING UP
 

When to meet up?
 

Whenever speaking with someone online, it ’s important to

keep in mind that the person may not be who they say

they are. The more you talk with someone, the more

opportunities you have to determine if they truly are

someone you’d like to meet in person. Being flexible or

patient about when you get together can help relieve

pressure and allow people to get more excited!

Going on a date with someone new is exciting, but it ’s

critical to continue being careful. Always take precautions

and have a safety plan ready.
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Think ahead
 

Consider what kinds of sexual activity you’re comfortable

with (if any at all) ,  and if you need to think about safer sex

practices or supplies. Make sure that your phone is

charged before going to meet your date and prepare a

safety plan with a trusted adult, friend, parent/guardian

etc.

 

If you’re a minor, please do not meet up with people

online by yourself! We recommend suggesting a ‘group

date’ and taking someone with you so that you are never

alone with a stranger. In addition, ask a parent or guardian

to vet the person that you’re meeting with beforehand (if

they’re not able to go with you). No matter what, it is so so

important to always tell someone where you’re going, who

you’ll be with and when you plan to be home.

 

Plan to arrive/leave on your own
 

Relying on someone else (apart from parents, guardians,

siblings etc.) to drive you anywhere or pay for your meal

or activities can lead to pressures and expectations. ( It ’s

okay for people to have expectations about how things

might go, but your date should never pressure you or

make you feel bad for not wanting to do something.) If you

can afford it,  you can try to pay separately or recommend

activities that don’t cost any money. In addition, it ’s always

a good idea to have a conversation ahead of time so that

nobody feels l ike they owe each other anything
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Taking a picture of the license plate to send to a friend.

Taking a quick look in the backseat and on the floor  to

ensure that no one else is in the car.

Ask that you take a certain route home/to your date

that util izes main streets.

Avoid going down narrow roads or alley ways as

these may block your ability to fully open your car

door.

However, if you do decide to get in a car with someone,

consider:
 

 

 

Snap a photo of your date’s profile and send it to a

friend.

If meeting up in a coffee shop, ask a friend to sit at a

different table until you feel comfortable with your

date.

Set up a check-in text system (e.g. “I ’ l l  text you every

hour, if I  don’t respond for two hours in a row, reach

out”) .

Have a friend give you a call part way through the date.

If all is well, tell them. If not, fake an emergency.

 

Safety Planning
 

Remember that safety plans can take many forms, for

some folks, they may look like a guided set of steps that

include formal supports. For others, it may look like

texting a friend to let them know they got home safe.

Below, is a l ist of safety suggestions that may be helpful.
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Turn on your FindMyFriends app or Snapchat Maps so

friends can locate you in a pinch.

Apps like BSafe are great in times like this! Bsafe app

tracks your location and allows you to send an alarm to

your pre-identified security network (parents/friends

etc.) by pushing the SOS button on the app. With a

premium subscription, when the SOS alarm is

activated, your security network will be able to see and

hear everything that’s going on in real time via l ive

streaming.

 

While meeting up with someone for the first time can

be totally nerve wracking, consider how pre-gaming

using substances to calm your nerves may impact your

boundaries, comfort level, safety etc. 

Is a conversation about substances something you’re

comfortable having?

Think about how the above may influence the “tone” of

your relationship going forward.

 

Using substances
 

As substances may alter our boundaries, and how we

communicate them, consider how using substances may

influence your matching/dating experiences.
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Date not going well? Leave.
 

People are sometimes different than they can seem online

or through apps. Just because you’ve met up in person

doesn’t mean that you’ll have chemistry. Don’t feel bad

about cutting a date short if you’re not keen. You don’t

owe the other person anything, no matter how long you’ve

been chatting or what’s been suggested. If you feel

awkward/unsafe to say it outright, plan to have a friend

call you so that you have an excuse to leave due to an

‘emergency’’ .

Texting a picture of your date’s building/house to a

friend.

Meeting up in public before going back to their place

or have a couple dates in public before being in

private.

Letting someone know where you’re going. Have

someone check-in with you before, during, and after

going back to their place.

 

Going back to their place?
 

While there are a number of safety concerns that come

along with going back to someone’s place solo, we

recognize that this is a reality for some. For your safety,

consider asking your date if they’re comfortable with you:
 

 

 

 

NOTE:  if your date is uncomfortable with any of the above,

know that this may be a red flag (see below for a more

extensive list) .



 

Asks you for money
 

If someone you are communicating with on a dating app or

website asks you for money they are likely to be a

scammer. Do not send money to strangers online!

Providing your financial information is not ever

necessary to provide you money.

If you feel comfortable/want the money, offer up an

email address instead (preferably one that isn’t

connected to any sensitive information).

E.g. in the context of splitting the bill (“You pay cash

and I ’ll  e-transfer you my half”) .

NOTE:  while sex work does take place  on dating apps,

this guide is not referring to sex work - if that’s what

you’re looking for, check out our other resource 'Sex

Work: Staying Safe', and 'Young People In Sex Work'

 

Offers you money
 

These are always scams. The same goes for anyone with a

sure-fire get rich quick scheme. The only one trying to get

rich quick is the scammer as they fish for your bank

details or other financial information. 

 

 

 

RED FLAGS
Be on alert if someone you’re talking with. .
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Asks for personal info right away
 

Be wary of asks for identifying information (i .e. “where do

you go to school”, “where do you hang out on the

weekend”) as these details can make you vulnerable to

stalking/harassment. If someone asks for your number

straight away, politely decline. Never give out your

social security number and other identifiable information

over the internet as it can be used to steal your identity.

 

Same goes for your social media handles! Because our

social media is often so connected to our personal l ives

(friends, schools, workplace, etc.) ,  consider getting to

know someone a bit more before giving them access to

your socials and all the info that comes along with it .
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Is a little too eager
 

Even though expressing interest is often a positive, if

your match “love bombs” you (constant praise, asking

invasive questions, etc.) at the beginning of the

relationship, you may want to take a step back and have

a conversation about that or ask them to cool off.

 

Acts inappropriately
 

If you encounter a suspicious member on a dating site or

someone has been rude and abusive to you, do not

hesitate to report them to the app or site page.



 

Seems suspect
 

If you get the feeling that someone you’re talking to may

not be who they say they are, provides confusing

responses or makes you feel hesitant/uncomfortable in

any way - trust your instincts and use your judgment.

 

Remember: if it feels weird, you have no obligation to

stay.
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